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Hello OBAA members,  
 
I hope some of you were able to tune in to our most recent roundtable on Breech presentation with Jani 
White and Laura Erlich.  
 
We have had a lot of great feedback about the webinar and I wanted to bring up one very interesting 
discussion that has emerged.  
 
GB 21 for breech.  
Many people are sharing that they don't use this point and are concerned about the use both prior to 37 
weeks and in any case where the baby's head it not already in a cephalic presentation; others are sharing 
that they use it once 40 weeks of gestation has been reached.  
 
I would like to open up this discussion and see what everyone in our association does and the reasons for 
their GB21 use or omission. 
 
Personally, I chose to avoid GB 21 (as well as needling BL 67) because of the descending action and my 
own concern around a cord prolapse if ever a membrane rupture occurred, or less dangerously, to avoid 
'locking' the bum in the pelvis inadvertently. Once the baby is head down and over 38 weeks, I feel 
comfortable using it the point. This is of course, just my opinion. I am very curious to hear what everyone 
else does!  
 
Please don't be shy about sharing. This is an association of colleagues. We may not all agree on everything 
(and I hope we don't), which will make our discussions all the more fruitful! :)  
If you have any studies or literature to add to the discussion, even better.  
 
I look forward to hearing what you all have to say!  
 
Warmest regards,  
 
Emilie Salomons 
 
_________________________ 
  
  
 mellowmoonherbs    

  
Mar 7  

   
Hi Emilie, 
I feel the same way you do about using GB 21. I only use it after week 37 if the baby is head down. For me, 
breech babies have a lot to do with yang/fire being too weak, i.e. yang not reaching yin. The Tai Chan Shu 
teaches us that the baby undergoes a complete revolution around the Taiji circle during the 10 months of 
gestation, from shaoyin conception (yang meets yin), up jueyin, shaoyin, down the other side with 
yangminng and taiyin, to reach shaoyin again at the end. The vertex of the baby is her/his utmost yang, and 



the perineum is the utmost yin of the mother. Hence the natural progression is for the baby’s utmost yang to 
reach the mother’s utmost yin (going head down) in order to be complete and ready for birth. So for me i 
focus not on descending points per se but on nourishing yang and strengthening the mother/baby dyad. I 
have come to think of ub 67 zhi yin (“reaching yin”) as a tonifying point for the unification of yin and 
yang. It also works wonders to induce labor or resume contractions in stalled labor if the cause is 
insufficient yang. 
 
 
Genevieve Le Goff, L.Ac. 
  
 _________________________ 
  
 
 jalna77    

       Mar 13  
  
 Hi	All	 

Thanks	for	this	post	Emilie	and	your	comments	Genevieve. 
Firstly	well	done	for	opening	up	the	conversation.	There	are	many	way	for	to	treat	in	pregnancy	so	
would	like	to	think	I	am	not	too	attached	to	being	a	right	way	….however	I	also	have	concerns	
about	why	you	would	want	to	risk	moving	a	baby	down	into	the	pelvis	–	I	just	have	such	interesting	
feedback	from	midwifes	that	during	labour	they	have	seen	a	baby	drop	into	the	pelvis	after	acupressure	
on	GB	21	that	I	would	not	want	to	risk	even	using	acupressure	with	a	breech.	 

Actually,	I	do	not	even	use	at	40	weeks	or	for	induction	–	as	if	the	baby	has	not	moved	into	the	pelvis	–	
normal	for	mutips	(	so	no	need	to	try	ad	move	the	baby	down)	and	if	the	baby	is	high	in	a	primp	want	to	
get	I	anterior	position	before	it	moves	down.	Just	so	may	labours	run	into	problems	with	posterior	
positions	or	deflexed	heads	I		want	to	be	sure	I	am	not	promoting	any	early	descent	that	does	not	
promote	a	less	than	ideal	position. 

I	know	it’s	difficult	when	you	are	on	a	live	panel	but	what	would	have	been	interesting	for	me	would	have	
been	some	indication	of	how	often	this	had	been	used,	at	what	gestation		and	the	success	rates? 

In	the	studies	using	needles	to	BL	67	it	was	5	women	experiencing		contractions	out	of	112	women		–	so	
even	though	it	may	not	show	up	in	a	practice	if	you	are	only	treating	20	or	so	a	year	over	a	larger	group	
some	of	those	practitioners	would	face	that	problem.	(	My	obvious	concerns	being	that	these	women	
experiencing	contractions		would	to	come	back-	in	this	study	the	OB	withdrew	the	women	due	to	
concerns	and		my	practice	would	not	have	been	successful	if	the	OBs	were	not	prepared	to	accept	that	it	
was	safe…)	 

In	the	case	of	GB	21	my	concerns	are	around	babies	moving	into	the	pelvis	and	possible	pneumothorax	
through	not	needling	properly.	Although	acupuncturists	may	want	to	think	that	it	is	medical	and	dry	
needling	that	cause	more	pneumothorax		–	the	research	indicates	we	are	similar. 

But	all	that	said	….I	am	very	curious	about	the	success	rates	in	practice	–	when	it’s	not	usually	women	
presenting	at	33	weeks.	So	the	more	information	we	have	on	what’s	happening	in	clinical	practice	the	
better	informed	we	will	be!	 

Look	forward	to	the	group		comments 

Debra	 



_________________________ 
  
  
 mellowmoonherbs    

  
Mar 14  

  
Hi Debra, 
Thank you so much for your very interesting point (no pun intended!) about the timing of treatment. It is 
true that it would not very conclusive to say we achieved success in turning a baby at 33 weeks or before, 
because for all we know it might have happened naturally. Unfortunately we will never know. Personally i 
don’t consider that i am helping “turn the baby” unless the woman has hit the 34 weeks mark and the baby 
still isn’t head down. Before that i consider my intervention preventative. 
This gets into one of the greatest difficulties with scientific studies of acupuncture. One of Chinese 
medicine’s greatest strengths is to “treat disease before it arises”. This makes it very difficult to measure 
the effect we may be having quantitatively. Likewise for UB 67, it is hard to tell whether the women who 
did get contractions in the studies got them because the differential diagnosis did not call for such a point 
selection. Our science is also an art. it is also possible that even if the diagnosis is right and yang and yin 
need to merge again, justifying the use of UB 67, stimulation that is too intense will produce a movement 
of ministerial fire from the weak shaoyin root, which would trigger jueyin uterus. All this is very hard to 
sort out. 
I completely agree about safety concerns “dropping the baby into the pelvis” too early. I always feel that 
rather than forceful movement it is best to follow differential diagnosis and restore physiological direction, 
and the body will do what nature intends for it to do on its own! 
 
Genevieve. 
 
 
_________________________ 
  
  
  
 Jani White    

  
Mar 15  

  
  
Spoiler Alert: this has turned out to be rather long.  
Perfect reading fodder for that moment when you need to sit down and have a nice cup of tea... 
 
Hello OBAA's, 
Thank you for all this commentary. 
 
I think it's very important that we need to reiterate that in the recent Breech Roundtable discussion we did 
talk about GB 21- but this was NOT in the context of using it specifically as a point for turning breech. 
The discussion about GB 21 was NOT in the context that it alone may be a useful adjunct to affect the 
foetus to turn. 
We KNOW that Bl 67 does indeed have this action. 
 
Laura is going to respond with a commentary on where we were coming from, which was specifically in 
the context of working with the Dai Mai. 
 
What we were discussing was about how, in many cases of breech, the mother's body is in a state of 
compression, often exacerbated with the fear-inducing potential that a breech may ultimately mean 
Cesarean. Her heart is clenched. 
Her diaphragm is clenched. Her psoas is clenched. Her shoulders are drawn tight, her jaw is clenched. 



When the upper thorax is holding on with ferocity, this tightness will inevitably generate a corresponding 
tightness in the hips. 
In many cases the mother's tightness prevents a successful version. 
 
This is why the Dai Mai treatments are so helpful for our breech patients. 
 
There are many ways that we can use acupuncture to help open and release, particularly through the 
diaphragm, which can help to expand and open the ribs, a vital part of facilitating a successful version. 
I wish to allow Laura to discuss exactly why GB 21 is useful point when working with the Dai Mai. 
 
* * * 
 
I wish to discuss why I think this can sometimes be a very important point to use with women in late 
pregnancy. 
But please let me first preface this with the context in which I needle. 
I trained with Stephen Birch and use a Japanese technique that calls the qi up to 
the needle, so my insertions are in no way deep. I do not punch down for deqi. 
 
 
I use .16 gauge (40 in old money), so my needles are very fine, and, particularly 
with a point like this, I only ever use even technique. 
 
I have ultimate faith in the body's wisdom and know with great certainty an even needle will be received 
and utilised as is best for that body and soul. 
If it is in anyway wrong, the body will simply ignore it. 
 
I also hold significant belief in the abiding importance of intention. 
If you needle this point with fear that it may cause a problem, that doubt, in itself, will most certainly 
translate and may indeed cause a problem. 
If you needle with absolute clarity as to why you feel this is ultimately the right point to use, the body will 
respond by taking what is needed. 
 
I absolutely concur that GB 21 is not a point that should be used in pregnancy without the deepest of 
consideration. 
With a heavy needle used to attain deqi it is entirely possible to precipitate a labour - if the mother's qi is 
weak and too-strong needling imposes on what was already an energetically insecure foetus, it is easy 
enough to activate an early labour. 
It is entirely correct to have this on the 'forbidden' list, and for non-specialist practitioners to have this 
caution well in mind. 
 
PLEASE LET ME BE VERY CLEAR. 
I am offering this discussion to my colleagues who are specialising in Obstetrics, 
and I am making a case for this point in the context of my decades of experience 
and my ultra gentle needle technique. I would only consider using GB 21 if I feel 
it is absolutely the correct point for this patient in this moment. 
 
We must always work within our scope of practice.  
This is in no way a suggestion that GB 21 is an appropriate point selection for 
breech. 
It is a discussion amongst peers to unpick why there may be circumstances 
when this could be a useful point to use in pregnancy - carefully! with intention. 
 



* * * 
 
I think we sometimes get fixated on the perceived action of a point. 
One of the best examples of this is Sp 10, which has an undeserved reputation 
as a 'moving' point. 
This is just not so.  
Sp 10 is a regulator.  
If things are moving too fast, it will help slow, if it's sluggish it will promote 
movement. 
 
But, let's talk about GB 21.  
Not in it's overrated reputation for 'downward', but in it's incredible connection and pathway access to a 
myriad of channels and it's ability to bring a harmonisation between body and mind-heart. 
Crossing point of the GB/TH/St with the Yin Wei Mai. 
A deep pathway across the shoulder to Du 14, down to Bl 11 Sea of Qi, Laterally to SI 12, through the 
shoulder to St 12. 
 
This point circulates the shoulder girdle. 
This point's deep pathway traverses throughout the brachial network. 
This point has a power of circulation to release compression and promote free-flowing. 
 
GB 21 relaxes the sinews. 
 
This point is also a powerful connection for the spirit. 
From GB 20 to 21 we have an energetic bridge across the neck. 
Between these two points we have a great potential to 'bottleneck' - stuckness, rigidity, repressed anger, 
frustration, this is the place where the connection between the celestial and physical can become stuck. 
 
When there is stuckness in the head (mom is freaking out about c-sec) and weakness in the body (not 
enough qi to turn the baby), this point can facilitate an unblocking of that retention-creating 'bottleneck'. 
 
This point has a great affect on the rectification of the natural and appropriate movement of the St qi to 
circulate appropriately down the St channel, vital movement through the uterus, and GB 21 is an ideal point 
to promote the smooth flow of liver qi. 
This point activates the Ke cycle structure between the Wood and Earth, a vital aspect of smoothing the 
connection between the powers of birthing and nurturing. 
 
There is a deep concentration of channel qi at this point, and in a patient who is emotionally and/or 
physically tense with rigidity, this may be an ultimate release point that can change everything. 
 
* * * 
 
Please await Laura's commentary on why this came up in our discussion at the roundtable... 
 
Thank you for giving me some air-time as to why we can, and should, discuss and tease out some of these 
ancient cautions, and wonder together if there might be different approaches that may sometimes be 
helpful. 
Ever mindful that this is a group who specifically care so deeply about Obstetric treatment; please never let 
it be said that Jani White thinks GB 21 is OK in pregnancy, or in any way an appropriate breech point. 
 
These are my thoughts, peer to peer, within the questing for knowledge that is the power of this kind of 
forum; a place where we can tease out better understanding of HOW we needle, WHAT KIND of needle 
we are using, and most importantly, WHY we are needling any particular point. 
 



 
Nothing like a little controversy to make the day a bit brighter... 
Sending you all a big Hug from Raincouver. 
X jw ❤ 
 
 

 
 
 
_________________________ 
  
  
  
 Laura Erlich    

  
Mar 16  

  
  
I had a feeling this would make the boards.... even though we only briefly touched on this in the round 
table, I do speak at length about the use of this point in the context of a DaI Mai treatment in my 8 extras 
and the childbearing class with Dr. Farrell.  First, I want to say that I would literally never use this point in 
pregnancy outside the context of an 8 extras treatment, and most frequently a DaI Mai treatment.  Beyond 
that, I’d like to distinguish that prior to 40 weeks, I am only ever using the prenatal pathway of the DaI 
Mai, which servers to stabilized the middle, and servers as a regulator of the Chong, Du and Ren 
Mai.  Where the post-natal DaI is like a bucket with a strong capability of draining downward, the prenatal 
DaI encircles the waist and serves as a stabilizer to the midline.  The prenatal Dai crosses through points 
that include Du 4, UB 23, 52, GB 26, St 25 and KD 16.  Additionally, as the only 8 extraordinary vessel 
with both a prenatal and a postnatal aspect, it is ideal for using postnatal energetics to influence the fetus 
(prenatal energetics).  All GB points are resonant with the DaI Mai, including GB 21.  In the context of a 
DaI Mai treatment, the GB’s energetics fall in line with the Shao Yang function of the GB/SJ- it is about 
rotation, pivoting, transforming. What’s more, as a curious organ, it is also has a powerful resonance with 
the uterus.  An occasion where I would consider using GB 21 as part of a Dai Mai treatment might be in a 
patient who’s baby is moving considerably from breech to transverse to breech again, maybe has even been 
head down at one point but didn’t stay.  The baby’s actions are displaying shao yang behavior, in and out, 
back and forth. By using the energetics of GB 21 in this context, my intention is to send a clear message to 
the baby to make a decision, and rotate into optimal position for.  All that said, I also am 100% clear that 
the “messages” I am sending through the needles will do no harm- I simply put no stock in the notion that 
an acupuncture needle might force a baby’s bum into a pelvis that it wasn’t already destined to engage 
with. If the baby’s curriculum is to be born by cesarean or vaginal breech delivery, then it is not my role to 
prevent that.  My needles are mere suggestions, the body will do what it needs to do to find homeostasis for 
itself. Still, I can’t think of one instance where a treatment I gave took a breech baby from floating to 
engaged.    
 
Like Jani, my needling technique is very gentle. I do not dig in to stimulate strongly.  I was taught that the 
qi will meet the needle and know what to do, it is self-regulating. I find this to be true, both in practice and 
as a patient.  Unless there is acute pain or acute need (as in post date “induction”), the body will seek 
homeostasis through the needles, but won’t do itself harm.  
 
Debra, in terms of success rates, I couldn’t say precisely as it pertains to GB 21, because I don’t ever use it 
as a stand alone point, and most certainly not with every breech case I treat, so it would be impossible to 
make assertions based on the use of that point alone.  
 
For me, as a practitioner, context is everything.  When I am working with the 8 extras, I take great care to 



remain on the trajectories of the vessels I am using. I never use master or couple points in the context of a 
general TCM treatment and call it a secondary vessels treatment, either.  By working with the channels in 
this way, one is able to access the energetics of the entire vessel (or pair of vessels as is often the case), 
rather than focusing on the energetics of one point alone.  In some instances, when anxiety is predominant, 
a woman is in a state of fear or anger over the possibity of a c-section, and when the baby is still clearly 
able to rotate, using GB 21 in the context of a Dai Mai treatment that addresses the imbalances within that 
vessel AS A WHOLE can be very powerful.  I have yet to see its use in that context bring on a single 
contraction, unless that was my aim.  
 
Finally, I’d like to add that I frequently pair the Dai Mai with the. Ren Mai when treating Breech.  The Ren 
Mai is the vessel of closure and maternal bonding.  Energetically, it is the mother signaling to the baby that 
she is “holding him/her tight.”  This combination sends the energetic message to the baby that while 
movement within the womb is warranted, descention into the pelvis is not what we are asking it to do.    
 
I realize that this is a very different way of thinking and of looking at the points than the TCM way, I also 
realize that it isn’t for everyone.  For me, it resonates very deeply, and has brought me a lot of success in 
treating my patients for everything from infertility through birth and postpartum. 
  
 _________________________ 
  
 
 Jani White    

  
Mar 16  

  
  
I would definitely appreciate clarification that we were not in anyway suggesting that GB 21 could be a 
specific point for turning breech. 
Any statement that makes it clear that the context was about using GB 21 with Dai Mai, and ONLY in this 
context of the Dai Mai, in the intention to help open a release of the shoulder girdle, thus helping to release 
any corresponding tightness in the pelvic girdle, with the express aim to facilitate a greater opening of the 
mother's structure to help facilitate a turn. 
 
Our discussion was about the maternal body, not the foetal body. 
Is this clear? 
 
Laura?  
 
X jw 
 

 
_________________________ 
  
 
This is a great discussion!  
 
If it is okay with everyone who has commented, I would love to take some excerpts from this thread and 
create a little handout to include with the handouts for the recorded round table! This way, non-members 
who watching can get some of the context.  
Please let me know if I am allowed.  
 
Thank you,  
 



Emilie  
 
_________________________ 
  
  
  
 Citkovitz, Claudia    

  
Mar 17  

   

I	like	to	soften	the	shoulder	girdle	by	manually	dredging	along	the	underside	of	the	collarbone	
from	KD27	to	ST13	and	on	outward.		This	avoids	needling	GB21	and	feels	less	downward-
directed	to	me	for	use	before	Week	37.		I	also	like	GB31	to	encourage	space	in	Dai	Mai	without	
draining	it	or	dropping	per	se.		 

																																																																																																																																																																													
Great	discussion,	warm	wishes	all	around 

	 

Claudia 

_________________________ 
  
  
  
 sarahtewhey    

  
Mar 19  

  
  
Greetings all,  
 
I am new to the OBAA and this is my first time posting.  
First, thank you all for discussing this in such detail...I have taken online classes with many of you and feel 
so happy to be listening in to these discussions!  
 
Second, I had a questions about GB21.  In my own practice I have only ever needled GB21 in late second 
stage of labor when I get a clear directive from a midwife that the baby needs to be born sooner rather than 
later.  In that case I will needle, apply pressure or tack the point.  Otherwise, I generally avoid it simply 
because I trust that babies are going to move into the correct position and flexion in their own time.  
 
I just now returned from my local hospital where I was called in to layer a bit of acupuncture in with 
cytotec and cervadil in a woman being induced who has polyhydraminos.  The hospitals here do very 
lovely, respectful and slow inductions.  She and baby are otherwise healthy and well, but there is quite alot 
of fluid and her babe isn’t engaging well because of it.  Baby is LOA.    
 
Would this have been an appropriate time to use GB21 with either tacks or gentle needles to help her babe 
move into the pelvis or is cord prolapse too great a concern in this situation?  
 
Respectfully,  
Sarah Tewhey 



  
_________________________ 
  
 
  
All great points!  
 
Regarding measuring the effect of preventative measures, I personally like to reference the study that 
shows a 75.4% turn rate with moxa intervention vs 47.7% with no intervention. I think it clearly 
demonstrates the successful preventative nature of moxa for spontaneous cephalic version. Included, I 
always mention the fact that there is no increase in ruptured membranes with moxibustion.  
 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9820259 
 
 
-Emilie  
 
 
 _________________________ 
  
  
Hi Sarah,  
 
First of all, welcome to the OBAA!! :)  
 
Thanks for your question.  
 
The first thing I would do a little differential diagnosis. Is there any reason that might be keeping the baby 
from engaging? It’s nice to step back and look at the why, rather than just moving down. I had a patient 
who’s baby refused to engaged and would pop back up after each ECV, with a little probing, it turns out as 
a mother of already 4 children, she was exhausted and petrified of adding another to the family. A little 
coaching, TLC, YT and GB 41 caused her to relax enough for the baby engaged and labour to commence.  
No downward points used. I believe Sharon Weizenbaum also has a fabulous story about ‘inducing’ with 
the formula Gui zhi tang because the women’s exterior needed firming up to be able to release the baby; 
which is another example of using a root treatment over a branch one.  
 
Why do you think she has polyhydramnios?  
 
With that said, sometimes a branch treatment is all we have time for. And if that’s the case, needling or 
tacking BL 67 and doing acupressure on GB 21 are a great combo for bringing baby down. I would say yes 
you could potentially use it.... as long as she is being very closely monitored for cord prolapse in the 
hospital and the baby continues to be in a favorable position. The reality is that cord prolapse is a possible 
outcome, and you and the primary care team need to be clear about what your intentions with the 
acupuncture are. If a negative outcome occurs, fingers will point at everyone involved in her care and you 
need to be able to defend your treatment.  
 
Emilie Salomons  
 
_________________________ 
  
  
  
 sarahtewhey    

  
Mar 26  

  



  
Hi,  
 
Thank you so much for these suggestions.  
 
This women was completely new to me and I hadn’t met her before.  She was planning a homebirth and 
ended up being induced in hospital.  Her homebirth midwife had not yet sent her records over (insert mad 
face) so there was very little to go on in terms of health history.   I’m a Japanese-style acupuncturist so, as 
with TCM, root treatment is the most important thing!  5 minutes of questions, tongue and pulse aimed me 
where I needed to go.  That much I was certainly able to help with and is one of the reasons I love this 
medicine....there is almost always something we can do to help no matter what the situation.  
 
I think your point about being able to justify the use of GB21 as a branch point should something go wrong 
when there are really so many other good, safe options is an excellent one and one that will stay with 
me.  Thank You!  
 
Sarah 
	


